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Abstract.. ZSC Oceanus is a swimming and sport club located in Aalsmeer. The 

water polo steering committee of this club faces a crisis every season, because of 
the rule changes by the regional steering committee according to the referees.  

It is important for ZSC Oceanus to be more prepared for these unforeseen changes 

and futures. Prepare you members for the crisis. Make standardizations on finding 
volunteer referees each year.  
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Introduction 

ZSC Oceanus is a swimming and sport club located in Aalsmeer. Sports like water 

polo, competitive swimming, recreational swimming, master swimming, swimming for 

the disabled, fin swimming and triathlon are all offered.  

As a water polo player and member of the water polo steering committee I would 

like to write this mini case study about the annually recurring referee issue. For almost 

5 years I have been a member of the water polo steering committee and we have never 

had a year without these issues.  

1. Problem description 

The KNZB (The National Swimming Association of the Netherlands.) is divided 

in several departments and regions. ZSC Oceanus is a part of region MidWest and has 

to organize itself according to the rules of the KNZB and the water polo steergin 

committee of region MidWest.  

Referee issues are handled by the region committee. So the classifications, 

educating, scheduling, etc. of the referees is regionally handled. For the past 5 years the 

rules, for the number of referees a club has to deliver in this region, have changed.  

 

The first rule change ZSC Oceanus had to cope with, during my membership of the 

committee was, for each two teams a club has playing in the competitions one referee 

must be delivered. ZSC Oceanus water polo consists of 11 teams; 4 men teams, 2 

women teams and 5 youth teams. So, in this situation ZSC Oceanus had to deliver 6 

referees. The second rule change ZSC Oceanus had to cope with was, for each team a 

club has playing in the competitions one referee has to be delivered. So, 11 referees had 

to be delivered. The third rule change, which is going to be active next season 2014-

2015, the number of competitive matches played by the club also has to be refereed. A 



water polo team plays an average of 20 matches per season. 11 times 20 = 220 matches 

per season. The number of referees a club delivers is not important anymore, it will be 

about the number of matches they referee.  

 

As in almost every sport in the Netherlands, the referees in water polo are 

volunteers. Currently we have 7 referees active for ZSC Oceanus. With a relatively big 

but not high level playing water polo division, it is hard to find new referees. Three of 

the current referees have already announced their stopping as referee with the start of 

next season. They acted as referees for two or three years now and believe it is up to 

somebody else now, to do something for their club.  

 

Each season ZSC Oceanus copes with the following issues: 

- Changing of the rules for the referees, set by the region steering committee. 

- Stopping referees. 

- Finding new referees. 

2. Adaptive cycle 

Before the first rule change ZSC Oceanus was in a equilibrium state. They were 

certain about what they could and wanted. The number of referees was according to the 

rules and the referees were happy and planned to stay active. As of the first rule change 

ZSC Oceanus found herself in a crisis. New referees had to be found, educated and 

needed to be prepared to actually referee, because only sending new volunteers to the 

educational courses was not enough of course.  

ZSC Oceanus needed to reorganize. But, how? New combinations had to be found. 

After the first rule change the men of ZSC Oceanus had made a pact. All the members 

of the first team would go to the educational courses, so they would deliver more 

referees at once and had to referee less. A nice promise and a nice new way of finding 

referees.. 

In reality four men went to the educational courses. One of them failed and three 

passed, but only one became referee. Why the two who passed and did not become 

referee, had to do with the planning of the practical exam. The practical exam was 

planned at the same time as their competitive match, so they did not show at their 

exam. They failed. 

A new combination had been tried to make, but did not succeeded for 100%. ZSC 

Oceanus did get certain again on what they wanted, enough referees to satisfy the 

region committee to avoid consequences. The one added referee, together with the 

current number of referees, was enough for that time. They could referee enough to 

compare the new rule of the steering committee. So ZSC Oceanus found herself in an 

Equilibrium state again. But the next year and the year after that the problem occurred 

again.  
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3. Prepare yourself 

The question is what did ZSC Oceanus did or has to do to be prepared for the rules 

changes of the regional committee?  

It is important for a club as ZSC Oceanus to deal with this kind of crises in a most 

efficient way. The avoid consequences by the region committee ZSC Oceanus has to 

prepare herself for these kind of unforeseen futures. How do you make sure you have 

enough referees each year to cope with uncertain rule changes? How do you make sure 

you don’t have to become active at the last moment to make these changes possible? 

The way ZSC Oceanus is dealing with these issues right now is ad hoc. Referees 

announce their stopping; the club has to find new referees. The region committee 

changes their rules; the club has to find new referees. Why not prepare yourself and 

create standardization in finding new referees annually?  

 

Possibilities of standardization: 

- Make one referee per team mandatory. 

- Create a pool of referees. The more referees, the less they have to referee. 

- Give the referee the option to referee for two years and then there will be 

someone to take it over. 

- Find an annually occurring course, so new referees can schedule these courses 

in advanced.  

4. Conclusion 

ZSC Oceanus has to create more certainty for herself and her members. Make sure you 

annually get more or other referees. Make sure you inform in time with your referees if 

they are going to stop or proceed for another season. 

It is about creating less surprises for your members. Wanting something voluntary 

from your member right now is harder to get done, then when they are prepared and 

when they know what is coming. Prepare them for the crisis as well. 

 

The adaptive cycle is present in all sorts of organizations. And in all sorts it is all 

about preparing for unforeseen futures, not only for the board of the organization 

(water polo committee) but also for the employees (water polo members). Make sure 

everybody had more insight in what is there to come, make everybody more certain. 

Not all crises’ can and must be avoided, but most can and have to be prepared for.  



5. Future work 

In future work I would like to test the proposed possibilities for standardization. 

Test if they actually work and can be used for ZSC Oceanus. If the test outcomes are 

positive, these findings can be shared with other clubs in the region who share these 

annually referee issues. 
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